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UAS defers action until late Oct.
BY MARY LOU DOHERTY
SOUTH DARTMOUTH, MASS.

October 3
The
Academic
University
Senate (UAS) this weekend
discussed a proposed judicial
code, a new UAS constitution, the
role of women, and the subject of
military recruiting, but decided to
defer any final action on these
issues until a Senate meeting can
be held on campus later this
month.
The Senate's annual Round Hill
meeting traditionally permits
Senators to become acquainted
with one another and the issues,
and it was decided early in the
session to preserve this policy by
taking "straw votes" rather than
binding ones.
Discussion of actual issues
began on Saturday with a
consideration of the proposed
UAS constitution. Much time was
in
spent
detailed
initially
examination of the constitution's
first few clauses dealing with the
purpose and scope of the Senate.
Eventually the senators, realizing
that this did not facilitate
discussion of the larger issues of
the document, voted to establish
an ad hoc committee composed of
Senators Fabens, Flynn, and
Brazier. The committee was
charged with the task of taking
the Amendments of the meeting
and putting them into language
which clarified the intent of the
framers. These Amendments are
to be brought up at the October
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expertise
you're dealing with
their life here.
Anderson finished by saying, "I
would be very much in favor of
the 2/2/1 proposal. I find it
difficult
to
faculty
accept
expertise and experience as a
criteria for a high faculty ratio."
Senator Petersen agreed with
Anderson
to
some extent,
explaining, "I think Tim has put
his finger right on the heart of the
problem." There are areas where
expertise shifts from the faculty
the
students.
to
Petersen
suggested maybe the Senate
should therefore be a strictly
academic body.
A straw vote was then taken to
determine the Senate's present
on
the
various
stand
representation ration proposals.
The present ratio of 2/1/1, which
admits 15 students on the Senate,
received the most votes by a
substantial margin.
Anderson spoke again, holding
academic." Therefore, McLean
continued, the stronger argument that "the faculty in the past have
"for faculty having a larger say is actually let the students down,
their experience, they have more they have failed us." Senator
to build on, more to give at the Mahoney stood and exclaimed he
not
"glib
present time."
did
like
the
Tim Anderson, UGBC president generalizations" of Anderson.
Anderson responded by saying,
and temporary Senator, explained
that while the faculty may possess "I stand by my statement in the
a certain academic expertise, the regard that I made it, to the
agenda for this week-end and quality of our education." In
many of the UAS meetings is not reference to poor courses, some
limited to academic matters but created by the core, "that's where
covers the entire scope of student I think we've failed-it's not all of
interests: "In that realm you're no you either." Later Anderson
longer talking about professional explained he had intended to refer

meeting on campus.

Debate over the issue of
faculty,
and
student,
administrative
representation
began with a discussion of four
possible ratios. The student
caucus voted in favor of the 2
faculty/2 student/1 administrator
ratio, while most faculty favored
the present ratio of 2/1/1. Senator
Fabens suggested a compromise
ratio of 5/3/3, but this initially
received little support.
Discussion of representation
was prolonged and generally
broken into partisan groups of
students and non-students.
McLean
partially
Senator
explained the faculty's position in
asserting that while "everyone has
a lifetime stock in Boston
College" and in this respect rights
for equal representation, the
"faculty are the ones who by their
profession should be able to make
better decisions concerning the

Round Hill in South Dartmouth, Mass, was the site of the UAS
meeting over the weekend. Photo: Don Miller.
to. the entire body not just the' housing) that he's got a prayer."
faculty and offered the faculty an Senator White explained "Unless
apology "for my emotional you can find in that statement (of
Rights
Responsibilities)
and
comment."

was
The
Judicial
Code
presented to the Senate for the
first time at this meeting so
additional
is
consideration
expected at some future date. The
primary quiry at this session
centered about Senator Roche's
reservations regarding the students
rights to deal with administrative
incompetence?as in the case of

something to give you grounds
you can not appeal to this
(Judicial) board." He continued
though that once an appeal has
been made it can go as far as the
Board of Directors's in extreme
cases. Senator White suggested
that requests for change or
improvement in the proposed
Judicial Code be written up and
"sub-standard" South Street given to the proper UAS
for
housing and consequently the Authority
further
extent to which this code is truly consideration.
a pan-university Judicial Code.
Senator Jeghelianspoke next to
Senator White commented, "I explain the role of women on
don't think under the facts as you campus or rather as she put it,
recite them (for a rebate on poor (continued on page 12)

Fiscal Committee approval of security package sought
BY MARYBETH AYELLA AND

BERNARD BELLON
At a meeting ofHead Residents
and Resident Assistants last
Wednesday night, Kevin P. Duffy,
director of housing, promised
swift action on the set of security
demands presented ten days
earlier.
Duffy told the HR's and the
RA's that the Fiscal Committee, a
group he said was composed of
Richard Olsen, the executive
assistant to the president, James
Mclntyre, the Vice President for
Student Affairs. John Smith, the
Financial Vice President, Charles
Executive
Donovan,
Vice
President and Dean of Faculties,
two students, and one or two
faculty members, would decide on
the proposals submitted by the
Housing Department this Tuesday
and asked the HR's and RA's to
push their deadline date back two
days, to Thursday.
Individual requests amounting
to pleas for increased security had
been sent from seven housing
areas:
Williams,
Cheverus
Fitzpatrick, the Townhouses,
Chestnut, South Street (as a unit),
and the modulars (as a unit).
Included were requests for more
guards, improved outside lighting,
window jams and locks, and
intercom systems for upper
campus women'sresidences.
Duffy told the HR's and RA's
that in 12 meetings with various
people, he had found no one who
had- denied that a security
problem exists. He said, however,
that there was disagreement
concerning the magnitude of the
existing problem. According to

Duffy, seven other schools were
questioned about the quality of
their security and all were found
to have better security than
Boston College. Security measures
used at these other schools were
generally found
to be a
combination of security locks,
intercom systems, and guards.
The first request discussed by
was
the
Duffy
proposed
installation of movable cylinder
locks. The key to each individual
room wouldalso fit the lock on the
main entrance. In conjunction
with the installation of the locks,
crash bars would be installed on
all outside doors, except for the
main entrances. Opening of doors
with attached crash bars would
trigger a "hooting horn" type
alarm. Of the three companies
contacted about installing the
locks and the crash bars, only one
could complete the job within
three months, Duffy said.
The locks on the upper campus
are about 7 years old, except for
those in CLX which range up to
18 years in age. The locks in the
South Street dorms are three to
four years old. Replacing the
locks in university residences on
the upper campus and South
Street would involve replacing
900 room locks and 6000 room
keys, Duffy said. The whole job
of changing the locks and
installing the crash bars on the
entrances would cost about
$34,000, according to Duffy.
Duffy told the group that the
housing staff's requests for guards
ranged from eight-hour to 24 Y -'<r
coverage. He said that a prop
15-hour guard system would have

to be composed entirely of
work-study guards for the entire
year. Under such a system, the
cost for the four requested by
South Street and the five
requested by the upper campus
would run to approximately
$58,000, the largest single item in
the security package. Twenty per
cent of this sum would be paid for
by BC. Duffy said, however, that
a seven and a half hour system,
from 7 pm to 2:30 am, might be
more feasible under the present
university financial system. Duffy
added that work-study candidates
would probably be seniors and
graduate students and would be
chosen first by the Financial Aid
office after need was determined.
Individual dorms would then
interview the candidates.
Duffy also told the housing
staff that the use of work-study
guards would reduce the number
of positions open for other
on-campus and community work
from 400 to about 300 or 350.
Duffy said that since the money
would be spent within Boston
College and not in the local
community,
government
the
would probably cut back aid for
the program next year. The
existing security guards would
remain, Duffy added.
The extra cost for
the
modulars' demand for two more
security guards would be about
$14,000, Duffy said. Since these
guards would be a part of the
campus police force, their salaries
would come from the security
budget.
No requests had been received
from the Cleveland Circle staff.

Duffy said, however, that a crash behind St. Mary's. According to
bar would be installed on the roof present plans, Duffy said, it will
door.
be torn down.
As of last Wednesday, Duffy
Two public phones will be
said, the only company to have placed in Phelps and one in
submitted a bid on the intercom Chestnut, he added, totalling
$154.50
system
was
New
England about
per
year.
Telephone. NET, said Duffy, Replacement of locks missing
would install the system for $400. from windows will cost about
Rates on the system would be $1680. Replacement of door and
$105 per month plus $1 for each window locks in the modulars will
extension unit. There would be a cost about $1720.Duffy stated that the total
one-year minimum contract on
the system. Two telephones on security package would total
$150,000.
If
every floor and a new switchboard approximately
would cost an additional $8400 a approvedby the Fiscal Committee
year. Duffy said that he had been Tuesday, the security measures
informed by Robert Wood, will be submitted to President
director of buildings and grounds, Seavey Joyce for final approval.
that a reliable private telephone
system would be preferable.
The Heights has learned that
Duffy told the group that the
Vice President John
Financial
lights to be installed near Bapst
Smith communicated to the
and on the dustbowl were
Directors last week
awaiting cement mountings. 13 Board of
preliminary budget
the
first
lights will be added on the upper
figures for fiscal 1973. Smith
campus, he stated. Three or four
an $800,000 deficit
will be placed in the vicinity of projected
for
the
fiscal
year beginning
O'Connell, one will be near
1972,
but cautioned
July
1,
Welch,
Roncalli, another near
that it is still too early toanother near Williams, and
consider this a firm figure.
another behind Cheverus. The
Should Smith's calculation
locations for the other lights have
not change, however, before
not yet been decided. The cost of
the Directors' special meeting
lighting on South Street will be
approximately $5526; lighting for in November, it is anticipated
that the Board will consider
the modulars will be $7,000.
either a tuition increase or
Duffy promised that he will
order to
check why temporary lighting, academic cuts in
balance the budget.
which was promised last April,
As a result of the tuition
still has not yet been installed
settlement in 1970 the
strike
near the modulars. Permanent
Directors
must make public
lighting will be provided by the
any tuition increase on or
athletic complex when completed,
before December 15.
he said. Lights will not be
-Ruff
installed near the wooden staircase
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Briefly

news

Mailer
The pre-New York try-out of
Norman Mailer's new play Why
Are We In Vietnam? will open a
three-night stand in Marblehead
Friday, Oct 15 at 8:30 p.m.
The play is produced and
directed by Mailer's wife, Beverly
Bentley, on the stage of the
Unitarian Universalist Church, 28
Mugford St., Marblehead.
The play is based on the novel
by the same name. The New York
opening is on Dec. 6.
For information call 631-1215.

Set it
The Math Club will meet on
Thursday, Oct. 14, at 4 p.m. in
Carney
309. Prof.
Martin
Freedman of Boston University
will speak on "How to Compare
Infinite Sets."

100 Years?
If you are a male or female
between 16 and 100 years of age
and would like to volunteer three
hours of your time each week by

offering your friendship to boys 6
to 18 years old, or if you have any
hobby or interest that you would
like to share with the boys, call
Jack Cascio at the Boys' Clubs of

Boston, Inc.,
268-2534.
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Hear a discussion
The
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1972
Elections.
The
speaker will be John Hawkins, a
National Coordinator of Young
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Marilyn

Levin

536-6981 or 868-8586.

NEED EXTRA CASHfII
Here's How To Make It
I BUY AT WHOLESALE PRICES 1
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new, brand name audio equipment, blank
tape, musical instruments and all audio
accessories.

THEN SELL |

and make that extra cash
you need. You're the boss. You set your
own profit picture.
For catalogs and information, write or phone
MR. MANN, c/o SMG DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
46-35 54th ROAD, MASPETH, N.Y. 11378
(212) 786-3337
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Sociahsts for Henness and Pulley
and 1971 candidate for Mayor of
Cleveland. Friday, Oct. 8, 8 p.m.,
at the Militant Labor Forum, 295
Huntington Aye., Room 307,

on

Alternatives
Presidential

Flicks

rates in Hilton Hotels from Boston to Honolulu.
(Faculty and graduate school students get a discount too.)
Let us send you a pamphlet listing the Hilton
Hotels and Inns that offer special student rates. Also
a Hilton Student Identification Card to use whenyou register
ever
"
Mail this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corporation,
Travel Department, National Sales Division, 9880
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 90210.
We want to make it easy for you to come visit
thP

or

and
against
oppression
exploitation of all Third World
people; to sensitize participants to
their own oppression and third, to
raise money for grass-root Third
World projects.
Money is raised when walkers
enlist friends and relatives to
sponsor them so much per mile

walked. Sponsors are recruited
prior to walk day. The more
sponsors, the better.
Participants are encouraged to
Jesse Jackson of Chicago's
Operation Breadbasket will lead a wear a black arm band in
list
of speakers who will solidarity with the 10,000 Third
participate in the 10-mile "Third World people who will die on
World Walk for Liberation" on October 11 of hunger. Walk
Monday, Oct. 11, 10 a.m. at registration cards will be available
Boston Common.
at most colleges before Walk Day.
The event is sponsored jointly
For more information call
by Boston HAC and Young World 267-0760 after 2:00 p.m.
Development of the American
Hunger
Freedom
From
Foundation. The walk will be a
silent 10-mile demonstration to Weekend Series October 8-9 The
call attention to Third World Magnificent
Seven
and
oppression
underFriday?7:3o p.m.
development.
Saturday-5:30 p.m.; 8:30 p.m.
Besides Jesse Jackson, other
50 cents McGuinn
Admission:
speakers will include Bishop
Auditorium Boston College Film
Parilla Bonilla outspoken on Study Program
Vietnam and Puerto Rican
Murnau: Nesferafu (1922)
independence; and
Quamal
Milies: Selection (1899-1912)
Mattinudin, spokesman for the
Gohl: Selection (1907-1910)
Bengla-desh Mission, Washington,
Feuillade: Selection (1908)
D.C.
Durand: Selection (1910)
The purpose of the walk is Tuesday, October 5, 7:00 p.m.
threefold, first, to demonstrate 9:00 p.m.
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If you have a liking for figures, finance
and money, /Etna Life & Casualty might be
a way to both jobsatisfaction and
success.
If you haven't thought about insurance,
maybe that's because yon haven't heard
the whole truth about it.
, For example, because our business
has become so sophisticated, we have one
of the largest computer installations in
the country. And, if you think of insurance
in terms of premiums and settlements,
you'll be surprised at how deeply.Etna is
involved with stocks and bonds, equities,
andreal estate.
If you're analytically-minded, there are

j

many careers open to you. As an actuary,
accountant, computer programmer or
securities analyst, for example. In these
positions and others you'll be helping
27 million people who depend on
for
world We have a
security m
reputationfor not letting themdown

a^shaky

*,SK!:

I!"! i!!l

,
9 works,
n?
spells out how
and the many
specific opportunities we havefor people
of all talents. It's an honest picture of an
honest business.
Why not stop in at your placement
office soon andread it.
You could do yourself-and many
other people?a lot of good.
OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
LIFE&CASUALTY

at
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Congress extends Heights loan; limits bulletin board ads
BY JOHN BRENNAN
By a tally of 13 to 0, with three
voted
Congress
abstentions,
Wednesday night to extend for 30
days the payment deadline on a
$5000 loan given to The Heights
last
August
by
Timothy
Anderson, UGBC president. It
also chose, by unanimous consent

of the members present, to seek

enforcement of laws
banning excessive on-campus
outside
advertising
by
organizations and amended the
existing statutes to define them
more clearly.
The controversy over The
Heights loan had developed during
September when the paper made
it known tha it would be
impossible for it to meet the
original October Ist deadline for
repayment. The Editorial Board
requested that the UGBC either
extend the loan,or convert it into
a grant for the paper.
It became clear last week that
some members of Congress were
displeased with the overall manner
in which The Heights was
functioning as a paper.
The UGBC meeting took place
on Thursday, September 29, with
Anderson, Bob Phillips, UGBC
stronger

vice president, and Bob Ruff,
editor of The Heights and a
quorum of the Congress present.
Vice President Phillips opened the
meeting with an explanationof a
tentative "Board of Directors"
plan. It called for the creation of a
board
of
consisting
four
representatives of The Heights
staff, four elected student
and
representatives,
three
professional
"journalistic
advisors
to act in a teaching
and corrective capacity." This
would
act
as
group
a
post-publication review board to
examine "each issue of The
Heights after it has come out and
make suggestions on how the next
might be improved." This idea
was coupled with the drawing up
of a list of "journalistic norms"
by which the paper would be
governed, supposedly "to restrict
the paper from printing anything

...

which
would be considered
journalistic
'morally'
and
norms
unacceptable." These
would be drawn up by the board
and approved by the student
body.
Ruff, however, objected to any
controls over the student paper,
stating that only the staff of the
paper could choose a qualified
editor and dictate how the paper
should operate. He introduced
Garett Epps, president of the
Harvard Crimson which has
supported the actions taken by
The Heights. Epps explained the
inner workings of his publication,
and strongly disagreed with
Phillips' proposal. "A feeling of
responsibility is generated from
within; the Editorial Board should
be selected on the bases of
competence, skill, perseverence,
and
responsibility,
without
involving any politics."

WVBC bid for FM status meets with obstacles
BY JOHN WOLFE
WVBC, the campus radio
station, is encountering problems
in obtaining an FM frequency, but
will probably be broadcasting FM
by January.
To go along with their new
broadcasting status, members of
the WVBC staff have constructed
a new studio in the former
Heights office in McElroy. During
the spring the radio station had
been asked to vacate their offices
and studios in Fulton to make
way for the Graduate School of
Business. Five staff members
spent the summer preparing the
new offices for the fall.
They constructed two air
studios, one production studio, a
conference room, a teletype room
and a business office. In order to
prevent sound from carrying
through the studios, carpeting and
a good deal of soundproofing
equipment was installed. In
addition their facilities include a
record album library containing
over 5,000 selections.
WVBC is located on the AM
dial at 640 and operates six days a
week (Saturday they are off the
air except for football games).
Monday through Friday they
broadcast 8 am til 1 am and
Sundays from 6 pm til 1 am. They
plan to be on the air seven full
days a week as soon as new
members of the staff are properly
trained and the studios are fully
equipped and in functional order.
Pearlman,
David
general
manater, and Paul Leßlanc,
program director, told The
Heights last week that the
problem with obtaining an FM
frequency stems from the fact
that all FM frequencies in Boston
are presently filled. However,
WICN-FM and WBUR-FM have
been asked to change their
frequencies slightly to make room
for WVBC.
WICN has agreed to comply
with the requested change but
WBUR, the Boston University
station, has
not been as
cooperative. Evidently the change
would not be very convenient for
WBUR. A new antenna might be
necessary for them to change their
frequency. WBUR plans to ask the
FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) for a waive to go off
their present frequency long
enough to test the antenna on the
proposed frequency. Pearlman
said that if the test runs well and
the old antenna is adequate, BC

,

can begin immediate work on the
FM station. Otherwise, there will
have to be further deliberations
between WVBC, WBUR and the
FCC to decide what action will be
taken. If this occurs, the new
station will not be in operation as
soon as planned, and Pearlman
said that no definite date can be
set now.
WVBC's new station will have a
radius of ten miles. WVBC-AM is
presently heard only in McElroy

and the dormitories.
The FM station will be
primarily educational in that most
of the daytime airplay will be
"community oriented," Pearlman
said. One of the primary goalswill
be to inform people of the news
and
the
developments of
university. Pearlman stated that
he feels BC's problems are caused
by inadequate communications.
He expressed hope that the new
station might help resolve this.

The move to FM will cost over
$5,000 and will take a minimum
of three months to set up after
clearance and permission is
obtained from the FCC. The
University Budget Committee has
agreed to fund the new station.
WVBC's all-volunteer staff is
open to any students with interest
in
or off-the-air
on-the-air
activities. Their business office
and studios are located in
McElroy 105.

, talled
rePwheallpsO'Cons
BY STEVE FISCHER
Renovation of O'Connell Hall
on the upper campus and Phelps
Hall on South Street into student
centers has reached a temporary
standstill due to the absence of
furniture
for
both
lounge
buildings.
Both halls are ready for use
except for the lack of permanent
furniture. O'Connell is newly
restored after a summer of repair,
and Phelps is vacant now that its
twelve
temporary
residents,
placed there due to the housing
shortage, have been relocated.
Both buildings were used last year
as dormitories.
Kevin Duffy, housing director,
claimed that the lack of furniture
was the result of a mistake. BC
was promised a truckload of
furniture by a source which
Duffy would identify only as "a
bank." However, when the
shipment arrived it was found to
contain, through some error,
secretarial equipment instead of

the expected lounge furnishings.
The
office material, which
consists for the most part of
desks, will be put to use in the
study areas in both halls, but the
problem of lounge furniture
remains unsolved.
Money has been appropriated
for the purchase of lounge
furniture, and the purchasing
agent is currently pricing both
new and second-hand furniture.
Duffy was unsure how long this
process would take, but indicated
that he expected the furniture to
be installed "within a few weeks."
He
claimed, however, that
"furniture is not a drawback at
the present time," emphasizing
that if a group wished to schedule
an activity in O'Connell or Phelps,
they could easily be provided with
folding chairs or the like as a
temporary measure.

* 4c *

The floor plans for Phelps and

O'Connell are basically similar,
although O'Connell offers the

possibility of a greater variety of
activities due to its larger size.
Duffy termed the floor plans
"flexible," claiming that any
would
reasonable
alternative
receive maximum consideration.
According to the submitted plans,
the first floor of Phelps will be a
recreation center consisting of a
lounge, with pool and other game
tables, a television room, a music
room, a paperback library, and a
vending machine area. The second
floor will be entirely guest rooms;
a plan is being considered
whereby guests of BC students
could stay at Phelps overnight at
no charge. The third floor will be
devoted to study rooms.
In O'Connell, the first floor will
be turned into a lounge, a
television room, and a game area,
as well as areas for typing and
studying. In addition, the Middle
Earth coffee house, which is
already in operation, will provide
musical
entertainment
on
weekends.

Brian Hall (A&S '72) was
recently admitted to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital in Boston.
Brian, who helped to draw up
the new judicial code and who
is now involved in restructuring
the student activities office,
was runner-up in last year's
UGBC presidential election.
When Brian was ill during the
1970 student strike, a blood
drive for his benefit was held at
BC and The Heights sponsored
a benefit basketball game
between the Editorial Board
and the BC women's basketball
team.

Get-well wishes may be
addressed to O'Connell 414 at
St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

Soon to be the sight of the Wingwing! wingding? Photo by Dave Blohm

When challenged with the idea

that this sort of organization
tends to become an elitist group,

Epps answered that it is virtually
for
the
important
college
newspaper to oppose the majority
view on campus from time to
time, and to have the freedom to
do so. "To have editorial policy
subject to referendum is crippling.
In almost 100 years of Crimson
history, no elitist group has ever
developed," he said.
Tim Anderson closed out the
lengthy debate, stating that he
was
looking
for
editorial
responsibility in a free press.
idea
of
Echoing
Phillips'
safeguards, Anderson said that he
hoped something could be done
"improve
paper's
to
the
credibility." Praising the editors
for the improvements they had
made this year, he expressed hope
that this trend would continue
and that The Heights would move
closer to a policy of student
community control to live up to
the name of the Boston College
student newspaper.
A motion was made by Louis
Gitlin (A&S '73) to extend the
loan for 30 days, during which
period the structural changes
demanded of The Heights, if any,
could be ironed out. The idea of
interest on the loan was brought
up but was quickly dismissed
because neither side was ready to
address itself to the idea.
Gitlin's motion was seconded
by Dave Smith (SOM '72). It was
approved on a roll call vote of 13
to 0,
with three members
abstaining.
The UGBC also decided, by a
unanimous voice vote, to amend
the standing law so that the
following rules apply to the
posting of advertisements:
I?All outside organizations
will be limited to two fliers on
each bulletin board in McElroy
and Lyons.
2?All student organizations
may post fliers, but not in excess
of 50 copies, all of which must be
removed after two days.
3?Any student organization
found abusing their posting
privileges will be prohibited from
advertising by Congress.

The second floor will house the
resident staff, several study
rooms, meeting and conference
space, film and music areas, a

women's
and
a
center,
workshop-counseling area. Two"
rooms on the third floor will be
turned into arts and crafts section,
and space will be provided in the
basement for a darkroom and the
Photography Club offices.
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EDITORIAL/COMMENTARY
The Priorities Committee
Several hundred copies of one of those thick,
were distributed in
McElroy early last week. Piled adjacent to a thousand or so
cheap flyers offering 24" x 36" glossys of California's
heroes and villains, the thirty-eight page Priorities
Interim Committee Report seemed a bit out ofplace, at best.
A quick glance in McElroy later on in the week revealed
about the same number of flyers, a few stray student
guides, and no copies of the Priorities Committee Interim
Report. Seems somebody had been reading what the
committee has to say, and judging from student response to
such things in the past, it's probable that most copies of the
report are now in the hands ofBC faculty.
As well they might be. Beneath the theoretic sense of the
thirty-eight pages may be found rationals to be used in
determing the long range goals of the University. If you're a
faculty member that's especially important because chances
are you've made a long-term committment to Boston
College.
If you're a student you're more concerned about the
short run. Long-range things like goals of the university
might strike you off hand as a bit irrelevant.
Consider, however, the following:
?Your professor hands you a failing mark for reasons
you suspect to be other than academic. He then refuses to

impressive-looking committee reports

talk to you about the mark.
?A security guard hassles you in a building and then
takes away your identification card.
-Your psychology class has 146 people in it, and the
economics class next door is registered by seven students.
?It's second semester and the cinder-block existence in
Claver Hall is driving you crazy.
?Your English associate professor religiously arrives at
Carney at least ten minutes late for every class.
?And a tenured physics professor shows up for maybe a
third of your classes, providing no substitute teacher for the
other two-thirds.
It does sound like the student is getting the shaft once
again. And if you're wondering whether or not the
Priorities Committee will eventually deal with these
questions substantively, The Heights joins you in your
curiosity.
Hints, clues, and subtle indications may be found in
committee's interim report which gives us cause for hope.
But the report is by its very nature sufficiently theoretic
that careful reading of it results in little more than
extremely cautious optimism.
The report touches at the roots of the housing problem,
then fades into abstractions. It hits upon inefficiencies in
the development of academic resources, but concludes that

answers cannot be found so quickly. And it finalizes a very
fine judicial code, only to agree with the President's
reservations, camouflaged in the opinion that "... this new
pan-university system was' not too far-reaching a step to
take without broader discussion by all segments of the
community."
Perhaps our criticisms are a bit premature. Perhaps we
recall the product of the two-year UNCLE committee,
compare it with its original task, and then fear that the
Priorities Committee might just be following the same path.
For what it's worth, it's a path a great number of Boston
College students might just not want to follow.

Mass Death, 1971
COMMENTARY BY BERNARD BELLON
People are still suffering and dying these days. Some are
shot by guns; others are burned with jellied gasoline. Some
have had their bodies blasted apart. Others lay awake last
night worrying about what they would have to do here in a
couple of weeks.
41 people died a couple of weeks ago at a prison in
northern New York. Their deaths had virtually no affect on
people and went almost unnoticed except for the
media-after all, someone had to tell those good folks in
Newton, Mass., and Wickliffe, Ohio, that "actions had been
taken to restore order." To most people here, it was just
the latest in a series of Unpleasant Experiences. There have
been quite a few of these lately: My Lai, San Quentin,
Northeastern Laos and the rest of Indochina, East
Pakistan
"Either one tries to forget about the pain and the death
or he goes insane from his utter powerlessness."
People were killed in New York because they demanded
things like adequate food, the freedom to write letters,
freedom of religion, and freedom from reprisal and
attempted to overcome their impotency by taking control

.

.

of other people's lives. People were killed in New York
because a governor, safe and secure in amansionin Albany,
ordered it.
The facts are available to everyone. But then again, the
full story of the air war over Southeast Asia also is. And yet
another thousand Asian peasants will die tomorrow, and
more people will die in other prisons before too long.
The horror that is Amerika goes on and on. There has
been no substantial change in its policies. Nixon
de-emphasized the use of ground troops when casualties
among his troops reached unbearable levels, and substituted
massive aerial bombardment over most of Indochina. A half
million people in Northeastern Laos now live in caves
because of the new "mechanized" war. But some of our
leaders say that the war is no longer a major political issue.
Most people have come to the bitter conclusions that no
matter what they do, the war will continue The knowledge
that the B-52's and the Naval Aviation Corps will fly
countless air strikes tomorrow and that there is nothing we
can do to stop them is especially painful. And now we are
told that people will be on campus in two weeks to recruit
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bodies to fly the carrier-based planes of the seventh fleet.
We are told that they have a legitimate right to visit the
campus. But so does botulism, I guess.
There is a partial solution to the powerlessness people
feel about-the war. Instead of shrinking before the spectacle
of mass murder and losing the ability to feel and to live,
confronting the evil the military has spread in our society
and has directed against others is a valid "affirmation of
life" or testimony to what is moral. Increasingly, it has
taken the form of breaking the law. Catholics, among them
the Berrigan brothers, have raided draft boards and burned
draft files. Students and street people have attempted to
shut down the federal district of Washington, D.C. through
the use of mobile guerilla tactics. BC students have ousted
ROTC from campus and have subsequently disrupted
military recruiting. Sit-ins have been conducted against
prisons around the country, protesting the attrocious and
dehumanizing conditions inside. Opportunities will present
themselves within the next month for taking a stand against
mass death.
Whatever you decide to do, then, remember "now ain't
the time for your tears ..."

The Heights is continuing to solicit
contributions from students, faculty,
administrators and friends of Boston
College. While the staff is greatly
encouraged by the nearly 5350 collected
so far, we still require additional funds in
order to meet substantial printing costs.
All checks and money orders may be
mailed directly to The Heights Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167, or
brought directly to our temporary office
in McElroy 128.
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The Winged Lion
BY CHRISTOPHER MEHNE
Luchino Visconti has nothing more to
prove. He has long established himself as a
master director throughout the world. In a
period when the director is virtually the
star of his product, the interested
moviegoer looks for new techniques in
direction and photography in the films of
directors like Nichols, Antonioni and
Schlesinger. With a director like Visconti,
however, the question is no longer what
new things he will do with his movie, but
rather what work he will honor by bringing
it to life on screen. He is in a class along
with several others-most notably Fellini
today?where his techniques are well
known to all his followers; Visconti is
identified with terse dialogue, lush settings,
facial studies and a penchant for detail.
The excitement of his pictures lies in the
constant creation of living, breathing
beauty with his well-weathered tools.
Visconti's latest film, Death in Venice,
is a powerful and moving continuation of
this tradition. Thomas Mann's novella,
short and to the point, needed only this
final translation to further secure its classic
stature in 20th century fiction. Gustave
yon Aschenbach,
an accomplished
composer (a writer in the novella),
journeys to Venice for a rest following a
mental and physical breakdown in Munich.
At the sumptuous hotel where he stays, he
discovers and falls in love with a
14-year-old Polish boy whose classic
beauty represents all that Aschenbach once
achieved in his work but seems to have lost
in his middle age. The youth, Tadzio,
shows some interest but keeps a cool
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At The Meat Rack
TRAFFIC
Traffic have never been a prolific group
despite the enormous talent of
singer/songwriter Steve Winwood.
Especially since the departure of Dave
Mason who was perhaps the most talented
of the lot the forward impetus of the group
seems to have disappeared. Even with the
addition of Rick Grech (former Family and
Blind Faith member) on bass Traffic's
recent live performances were
characterized by a thin sound and a dearth
of new material. Exact but spiritless
performances did not do justice to their
fine material or develop it one bit beyond
the studio versions. Good, but not too
good. This was demonstrated during their
last two trips to the old Tea Party when
they were outplayed by the groups second
on the bill: Fairport Convention and the
Allman Brothers.
The new album, "Welcome to the
Canteen", is notable on several accounts:
firstly, it was recorded "live" at the Oz
benefit concert in London; secondly, the
groups expansion to six members, led by
the return of Dave Mason and the addition
of Jim Gordon (drums) and 'reebop'
Kwaku Baah (percussion & congas), and
the reshuffling of Jim Capaldi from drums
to vocals; thirdly, the lack of new material.
From the beginning the album is a
nostalgia trip.
Side one is the better side. It features
interesting and full-sounding renditions of
Dave Mason's "Sad and Deep as You" and

"Shouldn't Have Took More Than You
Gave" from his "Alone Together" album.
Also included are "Medicated Goo" and
"40,000 Headmen". Chris Wood's sax and
flute provide a refreshing contrast to
Mason's guitar and Winwood's keyboards.
On side two Traffic try something
they've never tried before on record: two
extended jams on "Dear Mr. Fantasy," an
old favorite, and "I'm a Man" from Steve's
Spencer Davis days. Both feature Mason
and Winwood on guitars in a solid but not
spectacular improvisation.
Somewhere in the midst of all this Chris
Wood and Jim Capaldi seem to have gotten
lost. Wood's fine sax and flute work is
heard on only three cuts, while the
replacement of Capaldi on drums is even
more inexplicable in terms of the lesser
role he now plays in the group.
"Welcome to the Canteen" does not
represent a departure from Traffic's recent
musical direction, nor is it a significant
restatement of their past work. Any of
Traffic's four previous albums (especially
"Traffic" and "John Barleycorn Must
Die") would make a better addition to
your collection. Perhaps this album was
released only to fulfill Traffic's contract
with United Artists before moving to a new
label. In fact no actual mention of Traffic
is made anywhere on the album which
makes it even more confusing.
Meanwhile Dave Mason has split from
Traffic for the third time to join up with
Ginger Baker. Good luck, Dave.

distance between them which agonizes his
admirer to the point of sickness. In the
meantime, a great cholera plague has
entered Venice, killing everything in sight
and transforming the beautiful resort city
into a squalid slum. Still yearning for a
touch or smile, Aschenbach dies on the
hotel beach watching Tadzio walk out into
the ocean. Their only witness is an
abandoned camera?which remains -to
capture in a single frame the grandeur
which will never return to the European
world.
Visconti's renowned eye for detail in
every aspect of the film has not overlooked
as much as a newspaper or a piece of fruit
here. Death in Venice is so laden with
imagery and symbolism that there is
scarcely a breath or a smile that does not
suggest an entire feeling. Every graceful
motion of Tadzio's is poetry in action.
Caked with makeup to bring back his lost
youth, Aschenbach expires as black hair
dye trickles down his face?overwhelming
detail.
Dick Bogarde, Visconti's acting prodigy,
gives a letter-perfect performance as the
dying yon Aschenbach. Bogarde's
dedication to the director (they previously
triumphed in The Damned) yields
infallibility on the screen, and will
hopefully prove fruitful again in the near
future. The rest of the cast, in minor roles,
convey the age exquisitely under Visconti's
relentless direction.
Death in Venice is the product of a
masterpiece filled with great potential as a
film and a masterful exploitation of that
potential. Its success on screen is all but
inevitable.

YARDBIRDS
No one was really sad when back in '68
the Yardbirds finally broke up after a long
dry spell commercially. Though they had
(and still have) a small but fanatic
following they are perhaps best
remembered as the spawning ground of
great guitarists: Jimmy Page, Eric Clapton
and JeffBeck.
So now we get this long-awaited live
album from Epic records three years too
late to really be significant. In 1971 it has
the air of a historic revival, though it be an
interesting one. The performance was
recorded "live" at the Anderson Theater in
New York featuring, retrospectively,
Jimmy Page on guitar. After a short stint in
late 1966 with both Page and Beck on
guitars Jimmy stepped up front and began
to exert his influence on the musical
direction the group would take before its
demise. Since aside from two superb singles
("Ten Little Indians" and "Josephine")
only one hastily-assembled studio album
("Little Games") of the late Yardbirds
exists, this album has to be considered,
post-factum, their final musical statement.
Already at this time Jimmy was forging
the way for his new group, Led Zeppelin,
as the inclusion of "I'm Confused" (later
renamed "Dazed and Confused") aptly
demonstrates. Even then Page was using a
bowed guitar and playing those sinister
riffs which became his trademark. Keith
Relf, though, is no Roger Plant, for better
or worse.

They shine best on the old Yardbirds'
standards like the powerful "Train Kept
A-Rollin" (later revived by Led Zeppelin),
Over Under Sideways Down", "Shapes of
Things," and the long, long version of "I'm
a Man" which features Page at his frenetic
best. Also included is the legendary "White
Summer", Jimmy's virtuoso piece, which
doesn't really fit into the musical context
of the rest of the album, but makes a nice
aside.
Unfortunately the sound quality is
rather poor. Jimmy's guitar is
underecorded, as is the rhythm section.
Keith Relf and his harp shine through well
enough though, and except for the
obnoxiously loud crowd noises its bearable
enough considering the fine quality of the
performance. A vintage album which any
serious rock fan should own. Three cheers
for the good old days!
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for the Beach Boys, a Long Promised Road

BY FRED GOODRIDGE
Regardless of the trends rock music
seems to be taking in this country, I'm
getting pretty tired of the constant
bombardment from all sides with what one
is tempted to call "dada-rock". The
Jefferson Airplane's rock-as-revolution
comes immediately to mind; so does the
non-rock of the Black Sabbath-Grand Funk
ilk. This situation is particularly
demonstrative at live shows. Most everyone
is decibel conscious these days; and an
outrageous stage act is a sure booking
almost anywhere. The Who are still making
excellent studio music; their concerts this
summer were a combination of Townsend
arrogance and an abject kowtowing to their
audiences. The sole exception seems to be
on the campuses; with college audiences
becoming more and more discriminatory,
an act which would Once pass as dcrigieur
to students won't even make it to the gym
boards in 1971, so the dichotomy in
audiences as it exists this fall.
Consequently, Thursday evening's
Beach Boys concert at the Music Hall was a
welcome respite, a giant step beyond what
shows are currently being offered to
students and the general public alike.
In the middle sixties, the Beach Boys
were unanimously regarded as the epitome
of California decadence. The myth of
glittering waves on golden beaches,
resplendent with Adonisian surfers who
cruised to Redondo Beach high school in
their 409's by day and hung out at the
hamburger stand by night drove landlocked
adolescents crazy and turned coastline kids
into beach maniacs. When the kids
changed, though, the Beach Boys were
forced to either surf their way to oblivion
or redirect their music. This transition has
been a slow one, and by now everyone
knows of the success of Sunflower, and,
most recently, Surf's Up. From their Music
Hall performance, both die-hard Beach
Boys freaks as well as rejuvenated fans
realized that perhaps the time has come to
award them their laurels as craftsrfien who
have kept a finger on the youth climate in

America since as early as 1962.
The group made believers of a not-quite
capacity Music Hall audience from the first
number. When Mike Love walked out and
sat on a footstool with the theremin in his
lap, a full third of the audience knew what
was coming. The group plugged in, and
Carl Wilson (now 1-CO?hooray!) walked
up to the' mike and sang: "Aaah I love the
colorful clothes she wears ..." From that
moment on, they were the zookeepers and
we were lambs who gratefully ate from
their hands for two and a half hours.
The audience was highly partisan,
reaching at times the verge of hysteria; yet
viewing the soft, acoustic numbers with a
reverence befitting a Bach recital at
Leipzig.
One realized throughout the evening the
competence that the Beach Boys now
display as musicians. Their touring show
currently inclubes a back-up horri section,
a Latin American percussion section, and a
drummer in addition to the Boys
themselves. Bruce Johnston, Brian Wilson's
touring replacement and now an accepted
member of the Beach Boys studio sound,
played, in the course of the evening,
electric guitar, bass, piano, organ, and
moog synthesizer.
One of their most effective new concert
numbers is "Cool, Cool Water", off the
Sunflower album. The harmonies soar up
and down, mingle, then slip away only to
join again some measures later. This
interpretation by voices of flowing water is
perhaps the best indicator of just how far
Brian Wilson has progressed in his use of
acoustics and harmony.
Their versatility was untouchable. The
new material was there; they performed
Surf's Up, save two songs, in its entirety;
Sunflower was represented by three
numbers. But the favorites, the oldies, were
also there in force; songs that have become
a part of American youth culture:
"Wouldn't It be Nice?", "Sloop John B.",
"I Get Around", "Do It Again", "Johnny
B. Goode", "God Only Knows",
"Darlin"', "Heroes and Villains", and of

course, "Good Vibrations".
After this amalgam of old and new rock
materials, there was a brief intermission,
followed by a "showcase" type format in
which all the members were given a chance
to display their songs, alone. Carl started it
off, but his "Feel Flows" missed due to
some botched lyrics and bothersome mike
trouble. The next four songs, though,
received the longest audience appreciation
and revealed a side of each of them which
had previously been glossed over.
Bruce Johnston sat before the organ and
sang, in that pure, boy-soprano voice of
his, the song from Surf's Up, "Disney
Girls", in perhaps the evenings most
beautiful moment. Carl followed with a
stunning acoustic "Caroline, No"; Then Al
Jardine with his "Looking at Tomorrow".
Dennis Wilson, who, because of an injured
hand, had previously been relegated to
singing high harmony, had the lights turned
off ("I get nervous when I play", he
explained) and sang "Barbara", a soft
ballad for his wife, at the piano. The lyrics
were embarrasingly trite; but he sang it so
convincingly with such dramatic piano
lines, that everyone's emotions were
riveted after the first chord to this
spectoral voice on a darkened stage. The
effect was devastating; the group returned,
and after "Heroes and Villains" and "God
Only Knows", they were gone.
But the crowd brought them back twice
for encores: "Do It Again", the evening's
thematic song: "I Get Around", the
pandemonium release, and finally,
"Johnny B. Goode".
If what you've just read seems less
objective than what usually appears on
these pages, it's unabashedly true. The
Beach Boys are real people that enjoy
making other people happily reminiscent
and musically entertained. When friends
get together as they did at the Music Hall,
the resultant feeling can only be one of
true warmth. The Beach Boys were a
happy part of my adolescence; and it's
always good to have your friends back
again.

paralelling Brian Wilson's.
Mike Love, Al Jardine. Bruce Johnston,
and Carl and Dennis Wilson write, arrange
and produce the first seven cuts on the
album. With the solitary exception of
"Student Demonstration Time," each
captures the blending, soothing,
complicated Beach Boys harmonies that
Brian is noted for.
Carl Wilson's "Feel Flows" and "Long
Promised Road," Johnston's "Disney Girls,
(1947)," and Jardine-Love's "Don't Go
Near the Water" are the best among the
seven. Each exhibits an almost excessive
artistic concern with arrangement and
balancing. The effect is music so subtle
that the complexities of arrangement
become comprehensible only after
repeated and concentrated listening. Good
stereo equipment really is needed for this,
and it's something Brian Wilson had in
mind when he wrote with VanDyke Parks
the final cut on the album.
It's called "Surfs Up." It is perhaps the
finest thing Wilson has ever produced.
It is ethereal, pure, sad, shocking-above
all esoteric and intellectual
A diamond necklace played the pawn
Hand in hand some drummed along
To a handsome man and baton
concert.
A blind class aristocracy
Never, that is, until Surf's Up. For the Back through the opera class you see
first time in their career the five touring The pit and the pendulum drawn
members of the group appear to be
In Brian's words, "It's a man at a concert.
nearly
All around him there's the audience,
reaching a level of artistic quality

BY BOB RUFF
If Thursday night's concert captured a
momentary sweep through the sixties, the
album-Surf's Up-transcends the sociology
of California rock and points toward
directions few in the industry even thought
existed before now.
Surf's Up is, of course, the latest album
by the Beach Boys, and it is their first to
win a consensus of critical applause since a
thing called Pet Sounds in 1966.
Since 1966 a great deal transpired
within the Beach Boys family. Money
hassles, conflicts with Capitol, pretensions
towards hipness, personality feuds, and the
like brought about a ninety degree turn
downward in their popularity. Concerts
became fewer. AM singles played less
frequently, and favorable musical reviews
all but non-existent.
Some of this had to do with a consensus
reached among those opinion makers who
define hipness that Brian Wilson and his
Beach Boys were just too square. Much of
the decline, though, had to do with subtle
yet complicated patterns of development
within the heads of the members of the
group. Each continued evolving musically
in his own way, but never, it seemed, in

....

SURF 5 UP

playing their roles, dressed up in fancy
clothes, looking through the opera glass,
but so far away from the drama.
Columnated ruins domino
"The music begins to take over.
Empires, ideas, lives, institutionseverything has to fall, tumbling like
dominos. He begins to awaken to the music
Canvas the town and brush
the backdrop
He's off on a vision, on a trip. Reality is
gone: he's creating it like a dream.
Dove nested towers
"Europe a long time ago.
The laughs come hard in
Auld Lang Syne
"The poor people in the celler tavers,
trying to make themselves happy by
singing. Then there's the parties, the
drinking, trying to forget the wars, the
battles at sea
While at port a do or die
"Ships in the harbor; battling it out. A
and
kind of Roman empire thing
then there's hope."
Surf's Up!
I heard the word

....

....

..

....

Wonderful thing

A children's song!

Buy it. Some say that it has the finest
album cover of the year. Wait 'tihyou get
to the inside.
Brian Wilson's remarks are quoted from
"Cheetah," November, 1967.
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ONCE, A KNI6HT WALKETH ALONG IN
SEARCH OF AN OAK UNDER WHICH TO
RELAX WITH SOME MALT, WHEN HE
SPIETH A REPTILIAN APPENDAGE OF
ODD DIMENSION...

AND THE KNIGHT BECAME UPON A
GLANCE MUCH UNSETTLED AND
DISTRAUGHT...

AND WHENCE HE PERCEIVED IT
THE LATTER PART OF A DRAGON,
DREWETH HIS SWORD IN SOME HEAT
AND PREPARETH TO STRIKE...

FOR THE PARCHMENTE TALKETH
LOUDLY OF A MARVELLOUS SCHOOLE,
WHERE THE LOW BECAME HIGH...

WHEREUPON THE BARGAINE WAS
AND ENQUIRETH OF THE COST OF
SUCH A WONDROUS SCHOOLE,
SEALED, AND THE KNIGHT RECEIVETH
BEING THEN TOLD BY THE DRAGON, HIS FIRST KINGLY LESSON, THAT
WHO REPLJETH WITH MUCH CALME, BEING TO NAME HIS SWORD...
M 2
SIX- PACKS OF SCHAEFER BEERE".

THE HEIGHTS

WHENCE WITH MUCH APLOMBE,
THE DRAGON WITHDRAWETH A
SCROLLE OF PARCHMENTE...

AND SEIZED BY THE THREE SIRENS

OF SELF-ADVANCEMENT, THE
KNIGHT BECAME AS ONE UNDER
A SPELL...

AND WHILST THE KNIGHT PONDERETH
UPON SUCH NAMES AS "TOMENTOSE THE
TERRIBLE" THE DRAGON RECEDETH WITH
THE BEERE, PROVING ONCE AGAIN THE
OLD ADAGE THAT TO BE A KING, ONE
MUST FIRST BE A FOOLE.

rap)
Schaefer Breweries. New York and Albany, N.Y., Baltimore, Md.
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Collins appointed Aid Director
BY JACKIE LANGENTHAL
J. Stephen Collins, the former
administrative assistant to Dr.
Mclntyre, assumed the position of

Loans and Work-Study funding.
"The Financial aid Office,"
Collins explained, "has no direct
control over the allocation of
money for BC cholarships. The
Admissions Office awards these
scholarships. The financial aid
office is responsible only for the
renewal of BC scholarships."
- According to Dr. John J.
Maguire, director of admissions,
$208,787 was awarded by BC to
incoming freshmen this year. Over
one million dollars is awarded
annually in scholarship money to
the entire student body.
"The only criteria for an
Educational Opportunity Grant is
need," Collins said. "The grant is
continued throughout a student's
four years at school." The
Admissions Office is in charge of
the EOG budget as well as the
The
budget.
scholarship
Educational Opportunity Grant is
a federal program based on fairly
stringent criteria. It is geared to
the high need-low income family.
in
556,000
Approximately
grant-in-aid funds was awarded to
the freshman class this year,
according to the Admissions

Director of Financial Aid on Sept.

1.

Collins told The Heights that
his job encompasses two major
to
responsibilities:
"One,
administrate the supervision of
federal, institutional, and outside
aid programs; and secondly, to
administrate the supervision of
staff, which include the assistants
to the director, professional staff
members, clerical, and student
help."
In addition, Collins has a
variety of other jobs, such as
representing the university at
outside meetings that involve
financial aid, working with the
administration in financial matters
involving freshmen, working with
the computer, registration and
the issuance- of deferments, and
speaking to parents and students.
Collins graduated from BC in
1965. He received his masters
from Northeastern in 1966 and
afterward worked for a public
accounting firm in Boston. He
became a
Certified Public
Accountant after passing a two
and a half day exam and fulfilling
a two-year work experience
requirement. During December
1968, Collins returned to Boston
College to serve as assistant to Dr.
Mclntyre. In addition to heading
the Department of Financial Aid,
Collins is currently working on a
doctorate in higher education at

.

office.

forced
to stop authorizing
students to enter the program.
due
to
political
However,
pressure, a supplementary award
came out during the summer
which allowed BC to maintain a
summer work-study program.
Collins attributes BC's favorable
political position to John Madigan
and Phillip Steinkrauss, both of
whom
as
preceded Collins
financial aid directors. Steinkrauss
and Madigan created an excellent
rapport with the government,
Collins claimed. As a result, BC is
approximately 25 th in the
country in regard to the amount
of federal aid received by a
college. Boston College received
in work-study funds for
the current fiscal year, which ends
June 30, 1972.
The government pays 80% of a
student's salary in the work-study
program. The agency that hires
the student pays the remaining
20%. $470,000 mentioned above
includes both the government and
the agency portions.
According to Collins, "BC has a

Maguire plans ?personalization?

The National Defense loan
allows a student to postpone
payment of the loan until nine BY ARNE ERICKSON
months after graduation. The
Dr.
Maguire,
John
the
school, acting as an agent for the recently-appointed director of
government, takes out a certain admissions, outlined for The
Heights last week his plans for
percentage of the federal funds
for administrative expenses. The student and faculty involvement
for
a
students receive the remainder of in
and
recruiting
the funds. During the academic "personalization"
the
of
year 1971-72, BC students were admissions process.
BC.
Collins has found that his allotted
The
$1,240,000.
Dr. Maguire, who was an
general business training and university received 3% of this assistant professor of physics at
background helped him a great amount,
$40,000. BC since 1969, feels that his
or
deal in his work, although he has Approximately 20% of the research and teaching background
found no greafneed for the skills undergraduate student population might influence priority decisions
of aC.P.A.
at BC received National Defense in Admissions. A former faculty
There are four main areas of Loans last year.
member should have a "better
financial
aid
at
BC:
BC
On May 14, 1971, there was a feel" about issues concerning the
scholarships,
Educational drastic cut-back of funds for the college community, and an
Opportunity Grants, Government Work-Study Program. BC was administrator who was "deeply
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'BRILLIANT...A beautifully made Mm."
-Judith Crist. \RC TV

"A virtually perfect fiIm...EXQUISITE."
Play boy

"BEAUTIFUL, careful depiction wonderfully played."
?Penelope Gdliatt, The New Yorker

"A beautiful and EXHILARATING experience!"
?Christian Science Monitor
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"A SINGULAR experience... DARING !"
?Richard Schickel, Life Magazine
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involved in academics can possibly informal "interview sessions."
sell his ideas better" than one not
The
"weekend
program,"
which brings out-of-staters to visit
so experienced,Maguire said.
Sometimes priority decisions BC and stay for a weekend, will
"lack humanness" and deal "only be organizedby Admissions Staff
with the cold, hard statistics of memberTom Flyrtn.
The"day visit program," gives
numbers, dollars and cents instead
of the student. "Of course," any sub-freshman, resident or
Maguire continued, "teaching and commuter, the opportunity to
research are no substitutes for spend a day with a BC student in
administrative ability; we'll have one-to-onecontact.
to wait a little while to see if I
The "STP" or Student Tour
have enough of that." Fr. Joyce Program, conducts two campus
just
confident: he
appears
appointed Dr. Maguire to the

UAS.

A major problem confronting
admissions, amid rising tuition
and resident costs at BC, is the
competition for quality students
and the maintenance of a
substantial commuter enrollment.
The university's unique Jesuit,
"a
identity;
Catholic
with
humanistic value emphasis," will
attract some quality students,
Maguire said, "but this Christian
uniqueness can only do so much."
The admissions office must use
"one of the greatest selling points:
the aesthetic qualities of the BC
the serene setting, its
campus
magnificent buildings." He feels
that exposure to these would help
to lure prospective students.
said
that
Maguire
the
staff
of
nine
admissions
professional administrators and
"many busy staff people" cannot
run
effectively
the
entire
recruitment program. "We must
run it like a political campaign,"
he said-, "calling on past

..

THE ACCLAIM GROWS EVER} DAY FOR OXE DAY!

?

J. Stephen Collins, Director of Financial Aid. Photo by Sal Perisano.
very
ambitious
1967. Need
work-study
and
academic
program which could well be one potential are major factors in
of the most extensive financial
determining one's eligibility for
agencies in the country." During the program. The Black Talent
the past year 850 students were Program is a cooperative venture
employed on work-study in both between the administration, the
on and off campus agencies. BC financial aid department, and the
was using 138 off-campus agencies staff involved.
and between 90 and
100
Collins
realizes that
the
departments on campus. Any financial resources at BC are
non-campus agency whose job almost completely exhausted. He
offering meets the University's knows that if BC is to retain its
criteria can employ a student on large percentage of middle-class
the work-study program.
must
enrollment,
it
look
Another source of financial aid elsewhere for new sources of
is the Black Talent Program. The financial aid. Collins has no idea
University set aside $500,000 for how much money will be available
the BTP this year. The program next year for scholarships, but he
was started by Michael P. Walsh, is hopeful of a steady increase in
S.J., former president of BC, in federal funds available.

John J. McGuire, Director of
Admissions. Photo by Dave

Blohm.

a day for prospective
students and their families.
Andrew Wolf, a BC undergraduate
in A&S, has been "instrumental"
in
helping
program's
this
development.
Dr. Maguire said that he intends
to develop two programs for
faculty involvement in recruiting.
The first would be to compile a
list of about 200 faculty members
who could be readily available
("on an hour's notice") to talk
with sub-freshmen who come to
actively
supporters
get visit BC.
to
involved."
The second program would
faculty
recruiting
Rene Durand, an admissions involve
staff member, has been appointed freshmen in their respective home
chairman of a new committee, the towns.
Programs for BC alumni would
Alumni-Faculty-Student
Recruitment Program, which will work in much the same way as the
plans, Maguire said.
hopefully give Admissions the faculty
William Oliver, a BC alumnus, is
help it wants with recruiting.
Maguire claimed that while helping to organize this plan.
"If we are going to personalize
"students have previously been
involved in recruiting," he intends the whole educational process,"
to "expand their involvement." Maguire said, "we must start
Four programs have been initiated through the admissions office."
Steps are being taken to
or enlarged:
UGBC President Tim Anderson de-emphasize the role of SAT's,
has offered his services in the he claimed, as they have proven to
formation
of
a
student be rather "poor indicators of
students
counseling," prospective
college
"committee for
which would conduct off-campus, progress."
tours

[jo :H '\<\i \"\
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boSumtdgew.tlamp
fearsinuCcplans
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH

The
of
an
probability
insufficient budget appears to be
the only obstacle preventing the
Social Committee from changing
and expanding its program this
year. Tentative plans call for
cheaper ticket prices for concerts,
a stage on the green, and social
committees in each resident area.
Pat Mulhearn, chairman of the
Committee, told The Heights that
his committee, as well as PULSE
and the Cultural Committee, has
the largest budget among student
activities. These three groups, he
claimed, do not receive their
budgets from the Undergraduate
Government until October, after
all other student activities have
received theirs. This situation
leaves these three committees
with the leftovers of the UGBC
budget. Mulhearn predicts that
this year they will not receive an
adequate amount to cover their
plans.
For the past few years, the
primary function of the Social
Committee has been to provide
entertainment,
university-wide
usually in the form of concerts.
This has been done largely
promoters,
who
through
guarantee no financial liability on
the part of the committee. The
promoter takes any losses or
profits from the concert. But he
also sets the ticket prices.
This year the Social Committee
plans to do its own promoting.
This would enable them to keep
ticket prices at a minimum, even
at the risk of facing a loss. The J.
Giles concert of September 17
was run like this: tickets were sold
for $1 apiece instead of the usual
$3, $4, and $5 prices, and the
committee sustained a small loss.

Classified ads

,

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING
For parties, room decorations,
dances, rock
concerts.
World's
largest psychedelic lighting catalog
light
rentals,
sales,
shows,
for
send
$1 (credited as $2), RockTronics,
Cambridge,
St.,
22-BC Wendell
Mass. 02138 Call EL 4-4444.

Free Room and Board in exchange
for live-in companion to serve
adult,
male polio patient. No
experience
necessary
Some
weekday evenings and Saturday
daytime (Flexible arrangements).

Private room with bath, T.V.
527-3282. 23 Longmeadow Road,
Newton Center.
Saturday

night coffee and donuts

cost money. 25 cents per person
would carry it. Please think of that.
CLASSIFIED

ADS
IN
THE
HEIGHTS COST $1.00 FOR 3
LINES OF 33 CHARACTERS
EACH. ADS MAY BE PLACED IN
THE UGBC OFFICE (All classified
ads must be pre-paid.)

Mary Ann Is dynamite.
Babysitter wanted for girl, 2 yrs.
Some day hours and/or evenings.
Extra pay for housework if desired.
Nice home near BC. 965-0777.

The
Social Committee is
Other tentative plans include
negotiatingwith a major recording building a semi-permanent stage
company in an attempt to bring on the green. This addition would
one "name" group to BC. The help in establishing "Green Days"
intention of the company would on which bands could play during
be to give exposure to two the day for students.
up-and-coming groups appearing
Also in the planning stages for
with the headliners. Tickets would this year is the establishment of a
be sold at low prices with the "rathskeller" in the Eagle's Nest.
recording company picking up the This would be a place where any

tab.
Mulhearn indicated that this

year the Social Committee hopes
to put more emphasis on the
separate residential areas of BC.
This would be accomplished by
forming committees in each of the
resident areas, and allotting part
of the budget to each committee.
The social committee within each
area could do what it saw fit with
the money. Each of these local
committees would have a voting
member on the UGBC Social
Committee.

Name one
thing that
hasn't gone up
since 193a

Ii

Try. Try hard.
The onlything we can think of
is what we make. The Swingline
"Tot 50" Stapler. 980 in 1950.
98(5 in 1971.
And it still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
C,' aranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years.
If you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Variety and College

Committee is presently doing
research to find a way in which all
members of the community could
use a rathskeller.
In the area of concerts, plans
are being formed to combat the

,

perennial
problems:
overcrowding,
temperature
problems, and security. The James
Cotton Blues Band will appear on
Nov. 10 at a blanket and wine
concert in Roberts Center. Who
will appear after that is still
uncertain but it is expected to be
someone like Elton John, Cat
Stevens, or Pete Seeger.

/'^ll^
jlniß

Introducing stationery
for people who think
saving a tree is important
Earthnotes is 100% recycled quality stationery. It's made entirely
from waste material. Trash.
Using recycled paper saves trees, reduces pollution, and cuts
down on waste.
But recycling only works when there is a demand for waste material.
And this demand is created only when people buy recycled products.
By buying Earthnotes, and other recycled paper products, you create
a market for recycled paper. And help to save more trees.
Each box contains 50 Monarch size sheets, 30 matching
envelopes and 30 "Save- a-Tree"
buy
stickers so you can spread the
recycling message. It's available £°M\OMWWWMi&£Wf
M\
in white or pastel "earth colors". LnßlflrlVlL*
help
and
save-a-tree

i^o/////WO///^//OMi
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Andrews / Nalaon / Whitehead
7 Lalght Street ~
New York, New York 10013 '?'?'
Bone Cascade
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student of college age could buy

beer. A number of area colleges
have obtained liquor licenses, but
they are strictly for over 21's. The

Division
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SWAP
Your Next Empty Cigarette Pack
For a FREE Five-Pack
of

TIJUANA SMALLS

Bookstores.

The Swingline "Tot 50"
980 in 1950. 980 in 1971.
If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25? to cover postage
and handling.

Best wishes for a fast recovery to
Carmine Luongo of Revere who
injured himself Wednesday.

<.\u25a0<*:?:>N:r-.i.rv<<v..

CONVENIENT FOOD MARKETS
has opened a new supermarket in
the Modular Area Commons Buildg.
Everything under the sun.

-

3>,?.{V.rf?OTf;

WANTED: Swedish, live-in maid
6
Modular residents. No
housework. Semi-private bath, c/o
Heights Box No. Z-40

Its a little cigar . . . . For you maybe.
You don't have to inhale them to enjoy them.

October 4th - sth - 6th.
The Main Foyer, McElroy Commons
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

for

CAMPUS REPS
Opportunity

business-minded

for

student

sharp

to

FREE while they last ....

earn

top cash and
unparalleled
experience working for self on
campus. Start immediately. Send
brief resume and phone number to:
Danforth,
Mr.
C.R.
Box 75,
Swampscott, Ma 01907.

AVAILABLE: 2 single rooms or 1
double, bath, third floor, Beacon
MBTA; $15 weekly (each), call
731-5677

Dept.

G
3?-00 Skillmon Aye., long Itlond City N.Y 11101

but bring an empty cigarette pack.

Monday, October 4, 1971
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BatysaMhocpuGnesvkdrike, ally
BY PHILIP ARMSTRONG
PULSE voter registration, said an
A "Register for Peace and New informational table has been set
Priorities" rally will be held at up and that a seminar would be
City Hall Plaza this Friday, conducted on voter registration
October 8, starting at 2 pm. this week. Plans are to have
Senators George McGovern, Birch candidates speak at BC. Buses will
Bayh,
Muskie, be provided for those going to the
Edmund
Congressmen Paul McCloskey and Oct. 8 rally. Duffy told The
John Conyers, United Auto Heights that the major emphasis
Workers
President
Leonard would be on "getting students
Woodcock, and Americans for
Action President aware of, involved in, and
Democratic
registered in the presidential
Allard Lowenstein will speak.
The rally is being organized by primaries." He also said that
the
Massachusetts
Voter volunteers interested in helping
a the group work for these goals
Registration
Coalition,
non-partisan
organization should apply in McElroy 117.
composed of such groups as
been
Registration
had
MassPax, the Committee for scheduled to take place in the
Participation Politics, the Ripon dustbowl last Monday and
Society,
and
the Vietnam Tuesday. John Loftus, a BC
Veterans Against the War.
graduate involved in Mayor Kevin
registration
Jim Duffy, project leader of White's
voter

lervice

Liquor Mar

campaign, told The Heights that
the Tuesday registration was to be
moved to the Law School because
of
objections
against
city
registrars going outside of Boston.
It had to be cancelled, however,
because the Law School was
closed for Yom Kippur. Loftus
termed Monday's turnout as
"very, very slow," attributing it to

Anyone from BC desiring to
register but without means of
transportation
call
should
227-1218 because shuttle buses
from BC to Allston little city hall
will be arranged as needed.
Registration for the November
2nd city elections requires a
one-year residence in the city and
a minimum age of 18 by election
"a strong case of apathy." The day. The Boston voter registration
four mobile registrars sent to BC campaign needs volunteers; those
registered about 110 people in the wishing to work should call
seven hours they were on the 227-1218.
dustbowl, he said.
Students registering on Monday
The fourteen city halls will be were asked where they lived on
open from 9 am to 9 pm, Monday January 1, 1971, what there
through Saturday, until October present address was, and whether
the
deadline
13th,
for their intention was to remain in
participation in the city elections. Boston indefinitely. Students who

?Power of youth vote? stressed
BY BRENDAN MURPHY
the
Speakers
at
voter
registration rally at BC last
Monday emphasized the power of
the youth vote, urging the
removal
the
present
of

1700 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton
232-3733
566-8096

administration.
The National Movement for the
Student Vote, Inc., sponsored the
rally, which included political
figures Larry DeCara, Harvey
Berg, and Rep. Donald Riegie
Allard
(Mich.).
Lowenstein,
president of Americans for
Democratic Action and a former
democratic Congressmen, was

FREE DELIVERY

Complete selection of wines, cheese,
breads and meats.

Stop reading like they did
lOOyearsago.
100 years ago, people
read the way you're reading
now. Word by word. Or
around 300 words a minute.
A century ago, that
kind of reading didn't cause
any problems. You could
keep up with what was
happeningfairly well.
Now, you can't.
There's simply too
much to read. Too much
homework. Too many
magazines. Too many books.
Too many reports and
memos.
The solution is to learn
to read faster and more
efficiently.
It can be done. So far,
over 450,000 people have
done it. People in all kinds
of work, with different IQ's,
different interests, different

'

educations. Students,
businessmen, housewives.
These people have all

taken a course developed by

Mrs. Evelyn Wood, an
educator who lias spent a

great portion of her life
learning how to read faster,
and how to teacn others to
read faster.
Almost everyone who
has taken Mrs. Wood's
course has at least tripled his
reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most
have increased it even more.
Some have increased it 10
or even 20 times.
Think what that means.
It means that all of
them even the slowest
now read an average novel
»?» 'ess than two hours. They
read this ad in 8 seconds.
They don't skip or
skim' either. They read
every single word. And they
actually understand more,
remember more and enjoy
more of what they've read
tnan they dld before they

_

?

-

c course
You can make the same
kind of progress. Even if
you're a relatively slow
t

reader.

We're so confident of
the results of this course
that if you don't triple your
reading ability, it won't
cost you a cent,
This is the same course
President Kennedy had his
Chiefs of Staff take. The
same one 25 U.S. senators
an j representatives have
taken,

The course is 8 weeks
i ongj anf j consists of a 2Vi
hour class which meets

expected to speak, but failed to
make an appearance due to a
missed plane connection.
DeCara, a twenty-two year old
candidate for the Boston City
Council, repeatedly stressed the
need for college students to
register and vote, since without
their votes, young candidates such
as himself would have less chance
of being elected to office. He said
that the average age of the present
councilmen is fifty-two, with one
councilman being seventy, and
another sixty-four.
At the rally was a Republican
Congressman from
Michigan,
Donald Riegie, who is endorsing
Paul McClosky, the Republican
front-runner in the Dump Nixon
movement. Riegie is working for
the Registration for Peace and
New Priorities Rally to be held at
the Boston City Hall Plaza on Oct.
Bth. Speaking at the rally will be
George McGovern, Birch Baye,
Paul McClosky, Whitcock of the
UAW, and Allard Lowenstein.
Riegie, in his brief speech, said
that he wishes to avoid the
dilemma voters faced in 1964 and
1968, when they were "voting for
the candidate they hated the
least." He feels that the dissident
elements of the Republican party,
McClosky and himself among
others, have something of an
alternative to offer the voters, if
Nixon can be dumped. He added
that he is "as disturbed at the
Nixon, Agnew and Mitchell
approach to things as the
Democrats are."
McClosky's campaign to dump

once a week,
The best way to find out
what the course is all about
js to attend an hour-long

Thursday, October 7

administration's

story:

Dancer wanted for film
Jazz improv.
Narkun 782-8880
Will

try to pay.

19,000

dead since Nixon took office,
$50,000,000 spent, relentless
bombing in Laos and Cambodia,
use
of
indiscriminate
the
antipersonnel
weapons,
one-man election, etc. He added,
"Having said that, I don't get'
invited to the White House any
more these days."
When asked about the specifics
of withdrawal, he said it would be
"something on the order of ninety
days," but also dependent on an
exchange of prisoners.

(617) 267-3000

A THREE MINUTE WALK FROM BAPST LIBRARY

Wednesday, October 6

Nixon is doing all in his power to
attain that peace. "Nixon ought
to be thrown out," Riegie
charged, in view of the Carswell
civil
rights
nomination,
backpedaling, and the conduct of
Spiro Agnew.
Riegie, a member of the House
Appropriations Committee, said
"Eighty percent of what I've seen
has been discouraging, fifteen
percent neutral, and five percent
hopeful." But, he added, the
youth vote is the "most hopeful
thing we have to work with." The
choice is a basic one, he
emphasized. One can surrender
the initiative, or take the initiative
from those presently in power.
Returning to thy issue of the
war in Indochina, Riegie said that
"Nixon is working day and night
to convince people that progress
has been made." However, he
the
belie
said,
facts
the

"WE GIVE RESULTS"
295 HUNTINGTON AYE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115

classroom procedures. It
shows you how we extend
yoU r retention and recall. It
g iyes you a glimpse of our
sessions on new study
techniques. You might even
leave the Mini-Lesson
reading faster than when
you came in.

4 pm and 7 pm
Elementary School Auditorium
4 pm and 7 pm
Elementary §chool Auditorium
4 pm and 7 pm
Elementary School Auditorium

Nixon, Riegie said, begins with
the war in Vietnam, since Nixon's
promises of peace have not been
kept, nor does Riegie feel that

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED

Mini-Lesson.?The Mini-Lesson will
introduce you-to our

ALL MINI-LESSONS HELD AT MOUNT ALVERNIA ACADEMY
20 Manet Road (by car)
Mr. Alvernia Road (by foot)

Tuesday, October 5

had left Boston for the summer
were allowed to register. Boston
city council, Loftus said, had
declared such special questions
"clearly unconstitutional."
According to Thomas F.
Larkin, town clerk of Brookline,
students registering there could
expect to be asked if they had any
present plans to leave Brookline.
This policy was adopted about a
month ago, Larkin said. A federal
court ruled in a Cambridge case
that additional questions could be
added as long as they were asked
of everyone. He also said that the
Cambridge Board of Registrars
demands that students show rent
receipts to establish summer
residency.
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Bougus leads Eagles past Richmond 24?0
BY RICK SHEPHERD
Tom Bougus and the BC
defense have no one to blame but
themselves for the soggy field
conditions at Richmond City
Stadium last Saturday. I mean,
every follower of superstition
knows what happens when you
step on a spider.
Soggy field or not, Bougus
rushed for 105 yards and two
touchdowns and the BC defense
came up with another spectacular
performance as BC won its third
in a row versus the Spiders of
Richmond, 24-0.
Both teams played scoreless
football in the first quarter. On
the first play of the second
quarter, however, Bougus took a
pitchout from Rippman and
skirted 11 yards around his right
end for the score, capping a 68
yard drive. The drive, it should be
noted, was kept alive by some
gutsy running. In a fourth down
situation, Rippman sneaked from
the Richmond 41 for a first down,
and Bougus rushed four yards to
sustain the drive from the
Richmond 15 in another do or die

situation. Larry Berridge booted
the point for a 7-0 lead.
With 5 minutes remaining in
the second period of play, BC
took the ball from the Richmond
39 to the 22, thus setting the
stage for a 39 yard field goal by
John Kline. Kline had missed two
earlier tries from 36 and 49 yards
out, but dropped this one through
the uprights to give BC a 10-0

halftime lead.
BC came out roaring in the

second half of play. The first time
the Eagles got possession of the
ball Rippman drove them 69
yards for a score with a beautiful
mixture of plays. With about 2Vi
minutes gone in the third period,
Bougus again took the pitch from
Rippman and drove the final 10
yards into the end zone. BC
17-Richmond 0.
It only took the fired up Eagles
about another minute before they
were on the scoreboard again.
Spider
Mike
Mucci
hit
Quarterback Rick Mucsarrela with
a hard shot, forcing him to fumble
the ball. Mucci fell on the ball on
the Richmond 11 yard line, and

on the following play Rippman

fired a strike to sophomore tight
end Gordon Browne, who was all
alone in the left corner of the end
zone, Berridge added the point to
make the score 24-0 and finish

out the scoring for the afternoon.
The Eagles defense played
another great game in posting the
goose egg. In the second quarter
the Spiders had driven to the BC
22, but senior safety Steve
Kirchner came up with a goal line
interception to kill the drive. In
the third quarter, Richmond had
gotten to the BC 16 before
Muscarrela fumbled the ball.
There were also three other
interceptions on the afternoon by
John McElgunn, Dave Ellison, and
John Kline.
Rippman's favorite
passing
target of the afternoon was
Browne, who snared six passes for
67 yards. Overall, Rippman had a Mike Mucci sets up last TD.
great day hitting 14 of 23
attempts for a total of 147 yards.
The BC ground game, led by
Bougus, rushed for 200 yards on
the afternoon. Following Bougus
Baseball
were Bennet with 30, Thomas
with 29, and Hudson with 21.
BC vs BU Doubleheader at 11 a.m., Oct.

Soccer team prepares for season
BY SEAN RUSH AND EDDIE
WEEDON
The Boston College soccer
eleven looks-as if it has decided to
play as a team this year. The
dissension and lack of unity on
the field, which had characterized
the 4-9 team of last fall, was not
evident in the squad's first two
weeks of practice. After an
exhausting six days of double
sessions and two tough preseason
games, it's clear that the Eagles
will surprise a few teams this year,
including Greater Boston Soccer
League foes BU, Tufts, MIT and
Brandeis.
Despite the loss of ten
members of last year's team
through graduation and transfer, a
solid nucleus of fifteen veterans
return, led by co-captains Chris
Mansfield and Charlie Mundhenk.
If depth is any indication of
strength, the Eagle booters will be
powerful defensively as six
goalies battle for a starting job.
Senior Arthur O'Leary and juniors

Rocket Rush and Eddie "Bo"

Saletnik

are

the

leading

candidates, but freshman Writer
DElia has also shone in practice.
Protecting

the

goalies

on

defense will be fullbacks
Mansfield, Eddie Weedon of
Scituate, judo expert John
Pfeiffer (a converted left wing),
and Bob Priestley, a converted
halfback. Mark O'Brien started at
fullback in 1970 but his future is
doubtful after a knee injury.
Mansfield will be starting his third
year at the crucial spot of
sweeper.
Jamaican Phil "Red"
Chavannes and juniorChris Martin
both played fullback last season
and will likely concentrate at
halfback in 1971. Joe Barnett,
returning after a year in England,
will also be at halfback, along
with freshman Tom Williams.
Another rookie, Franco Russo,
has been alternating at both
halfback and fullback during the
preseason. Halfback, or midfield,
is soccer's most tiring position
because it requires
player to
play both offense and defense,
covering the length of the 120

a.

?

This week's sports

Golf
Qualifyinground for ECAC Championship, Burlington, Vt. Oct. 8
Soccer
Oct. 6 Holy Cross at Alumni Field
Oct. 9 at Merrimack
Track
Cross Country, Oct. 9, at Holy Cross
Rugby?
Oct. 9, at Fairfield A,B,C games

regional playoff. All but 3 players
on WPI were back, yet after three
periods the score stood 1 to 1.
The Eagles, passing and defending
season.
High scorer on the Eagles in superbly, dominated the game
during the second and third
1970 was left inside Charlie
Mundhenk, and he is back, quarters. The BC regulars watched
sartorially splendid in white shoes. the game from the bench as WPI
Other returning forwards are scored 3 in the final quarter.
senior right inside Tom Groden,
Three days later BC faced
junior right wing Les "The Cat" Lowell Tech, who had previously
McNulty, and sophomores Tom lost to Tufts 1-0. Tufts has (continued from page 1)
Brennan and Nick Florescu. Other perenially been the GVL Soccer "the status of women at Boston
candidates include Bob Strybos, champion and is one of N.E.s top College." Senator Jeghelian who
Gene McLaughlin, Rich Beria, and
teams. Undaunted, BC shut out was the one part time woman
freshman Billy Fraser and Larry Lowell 2-0 on a pair of goals by counselor on campus last year is
Mundhenk. The first was headed now a member of the newly
Joe Johnston.
Knee injuries have debilitated in after a beautiful pass from elected Executive Committee of
Mansfield, and the second came the UAS. Senator Jeghelian
freshmen hopefuls Mark McGuire
following a long clearing pass suggested that women at Boston
and Billy Donovan, as well as
veterans O'Brien, Chavannes, from fullback Russo.
College should have an "equal
As a result of their promising opportunity to share in the
Saletnik, and Priestley.
A new member of the play in these scrimmages, the experience of Boston College"
organization is manager and Eagles launch the regular season and "be as equal partners."
statistician Richard Bacon. Head with an optimistic attitude. More
Jeghelian explained that the
Coach Lang will supervise student support is probable with "basic issues" for BC women
operations for the sixth the new home field (the Polyturf were: 1) better security on
consecutive year, and of Alumni Stadium), and the team
campus, 2) better health facilities,
Trainer-of-the-Year Roy Fowler is will be more colorful in their new 3) sex education courses and
again in charge of healing the sweat suits. The soccer team will
counseling, 4) women's courses,
not face Texas Tech or Syracuse
crippled.
5) better athletic facilities, 6) a
this year, but a thrilling contest is women's center (now open in
The team was in good shape
after the week of double sessions anticipated with the butchers of
O'Connell), 7) buses for nursing
and was the underdog against WPI Nichols College from Dudley, students going to hospitals, 8)
on September 22. Last year Mass. Several home night games
additional women counselors and
9) the establishment of a day care
Worcester was the N.E. college are scheduled, starting with Holy
division soccer champion with a Cross on Wednesday night, but
center. Jeghelian added "I don't
9-1-1 record and earned the right these may be rescheduled since
believe that these are frills." She
to meet Harvard, ranked No. 3 in
lights have not yet been installed believed that "There is progress
the United States, in the NCAA in Alumni.
made
being
in all
these
areas
however the progress is
necessarily slow."
The Academic Development
The BC Golf Team travelled to
Making the trip to Providence
Committee presented 3 proposals
was Captain Brian Monahan, Steve
The Mettacomet Golf Club last
one
that
"The
including
Ferro, Frank Ix, Paul Flynn, Tim University should establish a
week on the first leg of its
Minor, John Trahon, and Carl policy of maintaining no more
abbreviated Fall schedule. The
Boisvert.
team split the match, defeating
than 55-60% of the total faculty
Stonehill (4V4 to 2Vi) but losing to
in
tenure positions.
Debate
The team will be travelling to
continued for quite some time on
Providence (5Vi to Wi).
Burlington on Oct. 8 for the
Coach Eddie Carroll, while
this point.
Many Senators
qualifying round of the ECAC
questioned the percentage chosen
noting that the paper scores are
Tournament. This match will call
and its effect on the faculty
not always precise in match play
a team of 5 rather than the
for
competition, said he was a "little
especially junior faculty. No
usual 7, with approximately 50
disappointed" by the individual
decision was reached however,
scores. Carroll claimed that this teams competing. If the BC and the issue was tabled till the
golfers can manage to finish in the
next meeting.
year's squad is improved over that
top two teams in the finals then
of last year and he looks to a few
Last year the UAS voted to put
promising freshmen to round out
they will travel to Cooperstown ROTC off campus, this year they
the talent.
for the championship.
faced another military university.
yard field. Lack of depth at
halfback was one of the reasons
for BC's poor soccer showing last

M.

UAS meeting

BC golfers split opener

..

issue in their discussion of the
status of military recruiting in the
BC academic community. Debate
ranged from the policy of open
recruitment to the possible loss of
$1,188,000 of federal funds. Dr.
Mclntyre asserted that essentially
already
the University had
decided the issue and decided in
favor of recruiting.
Mclntyre was careful to explain
that the decision to allow military
recruiting in Alumni Hall on Oct.
18-19, 26-28, and Dec. 2 was not
merely an arbitrary administrative
decision but rather the result of
months of Research,
open
hearings, and vocal and written
from
interested
testimony
members of the community.
Senator Bularzick inquired
about the status of the injunction,
explaining that it had been taken
as a "stop-gap" measure and
asking why it still persisted. "Why
hasn't the university looked to
itself for measures to control
this." Mclntyre and Senator
Larkin, dean of the Law School,
explained that the injunction
would be used only if those
named on the injunction were
involved in disruptive actions.
Peaceful demonstrations are legal
they added. Mclntyre admitted
that the Judicial code would be a
solution.
possible
The Saturday session of the
UAS meeting at Round Hill ended
with the realization there there
was still much work to be done by
the Senate. Members generally
seemed to agree that while few
issues had actually been decided
the meeting was valuable in
clarifying many problems and
positions to be dealt with later in
the year.

